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ABSTRACT
The narrow escape problem (NEP) is a well-known problem with
many applications in cellular biology. It is especially important to
understand synaptic molecular communications. Active regions
of synapses, also known as apposition zones, are connected to
synaptic cleft through narrow slits, from which neurotransmitters
can escape to or return from the cleft into the apposition zones.
While neurotransmitters leakage into the cleft might be desired for
the reuptake process, escaping neurotransmitters might trigger an
undesired, i.e., false-positive or action potential in the post-synaptic
terminal.

Obtaining analytic solutions to NEPs is very challenging due
to its geometry dependency. Slight alterations in either or both
shape or the size of the hole and the outer volume may cause
drastic changes in the solution. Thus, we need a simulation-based
approach to solve NEPs. However, NEP also requires the size of
the hole to be much smaller than the dimensions of the volume.
Combined with the requirement for Brownian motion, where the
step size is much smaller than the dimensions of the volume, sim-
ulations can be prohibitively long, even for modern computers.
Therefore, in this work, we suggest a simulation algorithm that
simultaneously satis�es the NEP and Brownian motion simulation
requirements. Our simulation framework can be used to quantify
the neurotransmitter leakage within synaptic clefts.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Synaptic communication (SC), which is the transmission of informa-
tion in nerve endings through information-carrying neurotransmit-
ter molecules, is one of the most ubiquitous branches of molecular
communication (MC) [6]. One bottleneck of MC is that molecules in
MC remain active for a long time in the channel, unlike electromag-
netic (EM) communication, where EM waves passively dissipate at
the end of their time slot. Two immediate problems rising from this
phenomenon are intersymbol interference (ISI), where remaining
molecules interfere with the next transmission, or cross-talk, where
molecules leak out to other transmitting sites and interfere with
their transmission. In this work, we develop a simulation frame-
work to �nd a solution to the levels of cross-talk within a synapse
due to the neurotransmitter spillage.

There are numerous studies in the literature studying ISI in MC,
and SC [12–14]. The cross-talk is also modeled with an information
communication theoretic (ICT) perspective [16, 26]. While it is
possible to have inter-synaptic cross-talk, existing ICT literature
mostly focuses on intra-synaptic cross-talk due to peri-synaptic
astrocytes enveloping the entire synapse [18]. The experimental
works and the ICTmodels agree that the impact of cross-talk should
be minimum [1].

The existing ICT literature treats the spillover as an extra noise
factor. Since only few, if any, neurotransmitters escape into the
active zones, signal-to-spillover noise ratio is very high. Concur-
rently, the synaptic capacity is only marginally reduced due to
the spillover. However, these works do not consider the stochastic
nature of synaptic communications. SC is equipped with many
correction mechanisms to reduce the randomness, including multi-
ple vesicle release cites, multiple synapses between neurons and
molecular reuptake [20]. Thus, for a healthy neuron, we expect the
impact of the cross-talk to be rare. However, if some neurological
condition a�ects the molecular reuptake, the e�ects of randomness
are ampli�ed. Many neurological conditions arise from problems
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Figure 1: Two depictions of NEP of 50 iterations in 2D. The
space step is too large to satisfy the BM simulation require-
ment. We kept the space step too large for visualisation pur-
poses.

with the neurotransmitter reuptake, showing the importance of
studying the rare events in SC [3, 5, 7, 19].

Intra-synaptic cross-talk happens when neurotransmitters re-
leased for an active zone escape into another active zone. Since the
boundaries of the active zones are narrow, the narrow escape prob-
lem (NEP) becomes a good candidate for �nding the probability of
the undesired activation. NEP is a boundary value problem where a
particle, whose movement is modelled as Brownian motion (BM), is
con�ned in a volume with a very narrow opening, i.e., a hole, from
which it can escape. A NEP demonstration is presented in Fig. 1.

The solutions to NEP are highly dependent on the geometry,
making analytic solutions hard, even impossible [8, 22]. Simulation-
approach is commonly used in MC when analytic solutions are not
readily available [10, 11]. Similarly, simulation-based solutions are
developed for NEP as well [9, 21].

NEP dictates that the dimensions of the hole be much smaller
than the dimensions of the volume. BM simulations require that
the chosen step size be much smaller than all dimensions of the
volume, including the hole, making simulations to be prohibitively
long. Thus, we have to choose the simulation step size adaptively
to prevent the simulations from taking forever. There are numerous
application-speci�c simulation algorithms that adaptively change
the step size in BM simulations [4, 17]. However, there is still not a
detailed simulation framework directly for the narrow escape. The
most recent solutions for the narrow escape choose a constant step
size, 1000 times smaller than the radius of a circular hole. While
this choice satis�es the simulation requirements, such a simulation
would be prohibitively long for practical runs [9].

In this work, we provide an adaptive simulation framework for
NEP targeted toward estimating the spillover rate into the active
zones. Our framework compartmentalizes the volume and calcu-
lates the e�ective step length. The compartmentalization takes the
shape of the hole into account in step length calculations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. 2 o�ers back-
ground on narrow escape problem. Sec. 3 outlines the errors in BM
simulations. Sec. 4 presents our simulation algorithm in detail. Sec.
5 includes our discussion and results. Sec. 6 concludes this paper.

2 NARROW ESCAPE PROBLEM
NEP is an exit problem, also called a hitting problem in BM, where
a hitting, or escape happens only through a hole, which is narrow
compared to the rest of the simulation domain [25].

NEP is also a type of mean �rst passage time (MFPT) problem
[15]. MFPT is essential for both biological systems and MC.

We can characterize NEP as a boundary value problem with
hybrid boundary conditions. Most simulated volume obeys the
re�ecting boundary conditions, while only the hole satis�es the
absorbing boundary conditions. Therefore, it is extremely hard to
solve analytically.

NEP is solved for several di�erent geometries [23–25]. The gen-
eral solution is of the form

g ⇠
|+ |

�⇡
, (1)

where g , |+ |, � , and ⇡ are the mean escape time, the size of the vol-
ume, the size of the hole, and the di�usion coe�cient, respectively
[25]. For a rectangular |+ | = 0 ⇥ 1, a hole of length �/2 situated in
one of the corners of + , g becomes
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where V = 4�
c1
0 . (2) is the closest expression to an exact solution

even though the geometry is perfectly symmetrical. Thus, using
simulations is a powerful approach to solve NEP.

3 BROWNIAN MOTION DISCRETIZATION
ERROR

Discretization of BM has been studied for several decades. The
primary motivation behind these studies is that many BM prob-
lems do not have an analytic solution. As a result, computational
approaches are relied upon. However, computational resources are
not in�nite; thus, we need to choose the largest step size for the
acceptable discretization errors.

The maximum discretization error for a BM, ⌫(C), within 0 
C 0  C is

Y�C (C) = max
0C 0C
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where f2 is the volatility or variance of ⌫(C) and �C is the time step
of the discretization [2]. Since we are more interested in BM as a
measure of molecular movement, we replace f2 with 2⇡ , where ⇡
is the di�usion constant. Thus, (4) becomes

Y�C (C) = max
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For ⌫ to move within the next time step almost surely, we choose
; as

; =
p
2⇡�C . (5)

Substituting (5) into (4) gives us the relation between the space
step and the discretization error, i.e.,
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One important implication of (3) is that errors tend to increase
relatively slowly with C , i.e.,

d
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Similarly,
Y�C (0C)
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=
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where 0 > 1. (7) and (8) both implies that as long as the order of
C is known and a �C is chosen accordingly, we do not need to �ne
tune the �C value.

The discretization error in simulation of re�ecting BM, ⌫(C) for
�xed C with = time steps is
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where Z (.) is the Riemann Zeta function, ⇡ is di�usion coe�cient
and �C = C

= is the simulation time step [2]. Substituting (5) to (10),
the expected error becomes

E|⌫(C) � ⌫C/= (C) | ⇡ 0.5826; . (11)
(11) implies that the expected discretization error is approxi-

mately half of the discretization length. In fact, both (6) and (11)
implies that BM errors are proportional to ; . While it is not possible
to compare them as one is the maximum error, and the other is the
expected error; however, we deduce that discretization errors are
on the order of ; .

4 A SIMULATION FRAMEWORK FOR THE
NARROW ESCAPE PROBLEM

As we state in Sec. 1, simulating NEP is particularly challenging
due to the length requirements for the step size. In this section,
we �rst present the mathematical description of the problem and
the �ow of the algorithm. Then, we describe the modules of our
algorithm for NEP simulations. Throughout this section, we use a
variety of symbols in our calculations. Even though we explain all
symbols inline, we also present them in Table 1.

4.1 NEP Simulation Framework
We know that for an accurate BM simulation, the step size, ; , should
be much smaller than the dimension of the simulated volume, + ,
i.e.,

; ⌧ min(+8 ) (12)
where ; is given by (5), and +8 are the lengths of the dimensions of
a cuboid + , i.e., |+ | = +1 ⇥+2 ⇥+3, for 3D.

Since ⇡ is a macroscopic parameter, we adjust time step, �C , to
satisfy (12). As a result, lower ; implies lower �C .

Assume that there is a narrow hole,H , on m+ , i.e., the surface
enclosing + . By de�nition of NEP as discussed in Sec. 2, � , the
largest dimension ofH , needs to satisfy

� ⌧ min(+8 ) . (13)

When the Brownian particle, P, is in the vicinity of the hole, H
becomes part of the geometry of the volume. Accordingly, we need
to satisfy (12) for ⌘, as well as for min(+8 ), turning (12) into,

; ⌧ ⌘ ⌧ min(+8 ), (14)
where ⌘ is the smallest dimension ofH .

As we present in Sec. 3, the discretization errors are proportional
to ; . As (7) and (8) shows, the errors accumulate slowly during
the simulation. However, if P exits H due to the error, it ends the
simulation prematurely. Thus using a small ; is especially important
for NEP simulations.

Satisfying (14) requires further adjustment on �C , which might
cause the simulations to run prohibitively long. To mitigate this
problem, we �rst assert that H is not part of the geometry for the
entire+ . The e�ect ofH on the simulation depends entirely on the
distance between P and H , 3 (H ,P). Accordingly, we can relax
the �rst part of (14), i.e.,

; ⌧ 3 (H ,P), (15)
as long as ⌘ ⌧ 3 (H ,P). This allows us to compartmentalize the
volume depending on the distance fromH .

Algorithm 1 presents our approach to NEP simulations. To walk
through the algorithm 1, we elaborate on some key points. Line
11 initializes a �ag variable, 5 , which is used to break the main
loop when the particle escapes. Line 14 chooses a space step from !,
depending on the output of the38BC (.) module, which is discussed in

Table 1: De�nition of symbols used in Sec. 4.

Variable Symbol
Volume +

Dimensions of + +8

Hole H

Particle P

Largest dimension ofH �

Smallest dimension ofH ⌘

Location of P at iteration 9 P( 9) = [G ( 9),~ ( 9), I ( 9)])

Intersection of trajectory of P
with the plane ofH %� = [%�G , %� ~, %�I])

Centre ofH �2 = [�2G ,�2~,�2I]
)

Expected simulation time g

Number of iterations =

8C⌘ compartment of + + 8

Simulation space step in + 8 ;8
Space step set !

Expected time spent in + 8 g8
Closest distance between P andH 3 (P,H)



Algorithm 1 Brownian Motion for NEP in 3D
1: Inputs:

2: ) : maximum simulation time,
3: !: set of space steps,
4: ⇡ : di�usion constant,
5: + : simulation volume,
6: H : hole, or absorbing boundary,
7: Æ': initial point

8: Initialise:
9: P(0) = Æ'
10: C = 0
11: 5 = 1
12: 8 = 1

13: while [(C < ) ) and 5 ] do
14: 3 = 38BC (P(8 � 1),H)

15: ; = ![3]
16: �C = ;2/2⇡
17: Æ0 = [Uniform( [0, 1)) � 0.5]3

18: Æ0  ; ⇥
Æ0

k Æ0k2

19: P(8) = P(8 � 1) + Æ0
20: C  C + �C
21: if >DC_E>;D<4
22: if 4B20?4 (P(8 � 1),P(8))
23: 5  0
24: return C
25: else
26: P(8))  '{P(8)}

27: 8  8 + 1
28: return 0

Sec. 4.4. Line 15-17 creates a new vector with length ; to illustrate the
motion of P in the next time step. Line 21 calls the >DC_E>;D<4 (.)
function, which returns 1 if P is out of+ . If it is out of+ , 4B20?4 (.)
module we present in Sec. 4.2 determines whether the particle
escaped through H , and we break the main loop by changing 5
to 0 in line 23. Otherwise, P is re�ected back to + with '{}. If the
particle is still in + when C exceeds the predetermined simulation
time, Algorithm 1 returns 0.

Algorithm 1 has two challenges. Firstly, constantly measuring
38BC (H ,P) increases the computational burden, even if it does
not increase the computational complexity. Secondly, calculating
38BC (H ,P) is not necessarily simple. A successful estimation of
38BC (H ,P) is the central point in our algorithm.

4.2 Escape Module
The escape module calculates if the particle leaves the volume in
the last iteration. Thus, it uses the current and last position of P.
Shortly, it uses linear interpolation to check if the line P traversed
in the last time step coincides withH . Note that we only need to
check if P leaves throughH if P is outside+ . Checking whether P
is in+ is easier as it only requires 23 comparisons. To �nd whether
P is in + , we need a simple comparison routine which returns 1

only if any of the coordinates of P( 9) is outside + , i.e.,

8=_E>;D<4 (P( 9)) =
3’
8=1

¬ (0  %8 ( 9)  +8 ) , (16)

where ¬ stands for the Boolean NOT operation.
Aswith any BM simulation, we assume thatP moves in a straight

line between these points. Thus, 4B20?4 (.) checks if the straight
line intersectsH , i.e.,

4B20?4 (P( 9 � 1),P( 9)) =

(
1, if [P( 9 � 1),P( 9)] \H < ;
0, > .F

.

(17)
(17) has two stages. In the �rst stage, we determine the point, %� ,

the intersection of the trajectory of P and the surface thatH lies.
In the second stage, we check if %� is onH .

In 2D, assumingH lies on G = +1 line, where+1 is the dimension
of + in the direction ofH , one way to �nd %� is

%� ~ =
~ ( 9) � ~ ( 9 � 1)
G ( 9) � G ( 9 � 1)

✓
+1 � G ( 9 � 1)

◆
+ ~ ( 9 � 1), (18)

where P( 9) = [G ( 9),~ ( 9)]) and %� = [+1, %� ~]. Similarly, in 3D, we
also need %�I . We �nd %�I by replacing ~ ( 9) and ~ ( 9 � 1) of (18)
with I ( 9) and I ( 9 � 1), assumingH is located at G = +1 plane.

Determining whether %� 2 H depends on the exact geometry
of H . In 2D, for H centered at �2 = [+1,�2~] and of length � ,
%� 2 H if

|%� ~ � �2~ | <
�

2
. (19)

In 3D, forH centered at �2 = [+1,�2~,�2I] and of radius �/2
for circular hole, %� 2 H if

(%� ~ � �2~)
2
+ (%�I � �2I)

2


✓
�

2

◆2
. (20)

Similarly, for an elliptical hole of semimajor axis�/2 and semimi-
nor axis ⌘/2, %� 2 H if

✓
%� ~ � �2~

�/2

◆2
+

✓
%�I � �2I

⌘/2

◆2
 1, (21)

and for a rectangular hole of size � ⇥ ⌘, %� 2 H if
✓
|%� ~ � �2~ | <

�

2

◆
&
✓
|%�I � �2I | <

⌘

2

◆
. (22)

For (21) and (22), we assume thatH is aligned with the coordi-
nate axes, and the longer dimension falls on the ~ axis. If H is not
aligned, we can rotate the coordinate system to ensure that H is
aligned with the coordinate axes.

Note that 4B20?4 (.) routine calls (18) and one of (19, 20, 21, 22).
Therefore, calling 4B20?4 (.) at each iteration increases the compu-
tational burden, even though it does not increase the computational
complexity. Thus, we do not call 4B20?4 (.) at each iteration, but
only when there is a possibility that P may escape. We detail our
approach in Sec. 4.3.



Figure 2: Possible compartmentalization of a 2D volume into
six compartments, with a zoomed view in the vicinity of the
hole. We depict the hole located at the boundary as the pro-
truding shaded white rectangle for visualization purposes.

4.3 Compartmentalization
As described in Sec. 4.1, we choose a space step, ; depending on the
distance between P and H . Rather than �nding the exact distance,
we compartmentalize + , and �nd which compartment P lies at a
given time. Then, depending on the compartment, we assign an
appropriate ; value for the next iteration. A possible compartmen-
talization of a 2D volume is presented in Fig. 2.

We use two principles in compartmentalization:
• Transition between compartments is possible only for ad-
jacent compartments, and escape is only possible from the
innermost compartment.

• Compartmentalization is smooth, i.e., changes in ; should not
be abrupt.

The �rst principle ensures that P might escape when we model
its movement with an ; that satis�es (14). The second principle is
to increase the computational performance.

To this end, we divide+ into+ = + 1
++ 2

+· · ·++: compartments
with space steps ! = [;1, ;2, . . . , ;: ], with

;1 < ;2 < · · · < ;: (23)

and ;1 satisfying (14).
Due to the �rst principle, for 8 < : , the width of + 8 should be at

least ;8+1. For a 2D + , assuming + 8 are concentric rectangles, we
�nd + 8 using

+ 8 = (� + 2U8+1) ⇥ U8+1 �
8’
9=1

+ 9�1 (24)

= (� + 2U8+1) ⇥ U8+1 � (� + 2U8 ) ⇥ U1 (25)

= �;8+1 + 4U8;8+1 + 2U28 (26)

where + 0 = 0 and

U8 =

8>>><
>>>:

8Õ
9=2

; 9 if 8 > 1,

0 if 8 = 1.
(27)

We also depict ;8 and U8 in Fig. 3.
We know that (24) is valid as long as � + 2U8 is smaller than

the length of + in that direction. As we see from Fig. 2, for the 5C⌘

Figure 3: Possible compartmentalization of a 3D volume and
illustration of ;8 and U8 . Here, we only show the plane on
which the hole is located. The hole is depicted as a shaded
white rectangle.

compartment, this assumption is not valid. For these compartments,
+ 8 is approximately

+ 8
⇡ +

;8+1
U8+1

. (28)

The outermost compartment, 6C⌘ in Fig. 2, is the remaining
volume:

+: = + �
:�1’
8=1

+8 . (29)

For a 3D + , + 8 are concentric cuboids rather than rectangles.
Thus, we �nd (24) for 3D as

+ 8 = [(� + 2U8 ) ⇥ (⌘ + 2U8 ) ⇥ U8 ] �
8’
9=1

+ 9�1 . (30)

Having too many compartments might introduce too many over-
heads and slow the simulation. Since ;8 in each+ 8 must satisfy (23),
following (24), |+ 8

|s become too large compared to ;8 , reducing the
computational performance.

Similarly, having too few of them is detrimental to the simula-
tion e�orts. We illustrate this using a two-element set, ! = [;1, ;2],
where ;1 satis�es (14). Due to the �rst principle we outline in this
section, the compartment which we use ;1 as the space step has
dimensions (� + 2;2) ⇥ ;2 thus number of steps within this com-

partment is proportional to
⇣
;2
;1

⌘2
. Consequently, the simulation

time is decoupled from the size of + . However, we either choose a
small ;2 for + 2, or ;1 is designated to a large compartment, which
deteriorates the simulation performance.

4.4 Dist Module
In the previous section, we introduce the compartmentalization
process. In this section, we describe the 38BC (.) module, which
estimates the distance between P and H and assigns P into a
compartment.

38BC (.) routine, if very intricately designed, becomes computa-
tionally heavy. Since it is called at each iteration, we prefer38BC (.) to
estimate rather than determine the exact distance. This is especially



important if H is not circular or rectangular. For example, solving
the distance from a point to an ellipse requires solving a 4C⌘ degree
polynomial. To avoid making 38BC (.) heavier than it needs to be,
we avoid obtaining exact distances.

To reduce the computational burden, we call 38BC (.) module
partially. Once we know P is in + 8 , due to the �rst principle we
state in Sec. 4.3, P is in one of + 8 ,+ 8�1,+ 8+1. Hence, we can check
if P is in + 8 and + 8+1. We do not use + 8�1, per our discussion in
Sec. 4.3, i.e., the closer P i to H , the heavier 38BC (.) needs to be.
Regardless, we know that P is in + 8�1 if it is not in + 8 or + 8+1.

We separate the38BC (.)module into three subroutines: fast_check,
regular_check and slow_check. fast_check is called when P is far
fromH . When P approachesH , we call a heavier and more precise
regular_check. Finally, we call slow_check when P is in the vicinity
ofH . We describe these subroutines in order.

4.4.1 fast_check subroutine. In 3D space,H is 3 � 1D, so we can
choose our coordinate systems such that there is one dimension,
orthogonal to H . Choosing the orthogonal dimension as G , as we
do in Sec. 4.2 for 38BC (H ,P) � � ,

38BC (H ,P) ⇡ +1 � G (8). (31)

(31) is the fastest way to estimate the position of P; therefore,
we name this subroutine as fast_check. However, since it does not
use any information on other dimensions, it is only applicable to
the outermost compartments.

4.4.2 regular_check subroutine. As P approaches H , more intri-
cate details of H need to be taken into account. To this end, we set
rectangles for a 2D + as illustrated in Fig. 2 and cuboids for a 3D
+ . We describe this process in detail in Sec. 4.3. H is necessarily a
line in 2D, and we do not need to make any adjustments. However,
in 3D, to obtain cuboid compartments, we extend non-rectangular
H to a � ⇥ ⌘ rectangle, i.e., the smallest rectangle, thatH can �t
into. Then, for P to be in + 8 , the following should be satis�ed.

+1 � U8+1 > G > +1 � U8 , (32a)
�2~ + �/2 + U8 > ~ > �2~ � �/2 � U8 , (32b)
�2I + ⌘/2 + U8 > I > �2I � ⌘/2 � U8 , (32c)

where (32c) is used only for 3D.
Note that this subroutine involves six comparisons. After com-

partments are �nalized, the comparison limits do not change during
the simulation. Therefore, it is still very robust.

4.4.3 slow_check subroutine. We design the slow_check routine to
make small adjustments for innermost compartments. The corners
of the innermost compartments are larger than necessary. Thus,
we can round the corners using quarter circles in 2D or one-eighth
spheres in 3D.We can make these adjustments only if the projection
of P on the line (or plane in 3D) that H is located is outside H .
Since we are looking for projection of P, G coordinate does not
come into play.

slow_check subroutine is responsible for the round corners of+ 1

and+ 2 in Fig. 2. To do so, slow_check anticipates which side ofH P

lies in and calculates 32 (H ,P) and compares it with U28+1. Note that

Figure 4: 2D demonstration of NEP using the compartmen-
talization in Sec. 4.3.

Figure 5: 3D demonstration of NEP using the compartmen-
talization in Sec. 4.3 extended to 3D.

we use 32 (.) rather than 3 (.) to avoid using the computationally
heavy B@AC (.) function.

slow_check consumes higher resources than other subroutines,
and depending on the choice of !, it might not be necessary. There-
fore, the depth to which slow_check is used, if it is used at all, should
be application-speci�c.

5 SIMULATION RESULTS
In the previous section, we provide the details of our simulation
framework. In this section, we demonstrate our framework and
compare its results with the literature values presented in Sec. 2.

Fig. 4 and 5 are our demonstrations in 2D and 3D respectively.
In both �gures we see that as P approaches H , we use a smaller
space step for increased accuracy.

We illustrate the performance of our simulation framework in
2D with + = @ ⇥ @, � = @/500, ⇡ = 0.2 and ! = {(

@
500 )

8
|1  8  6}

in Fig. 6. The start point is chosen as a random point with G,~ 2
[@/4, 3@/4] andH is located at the corner. We obtain the theoretical
result is using (2).

Clear from Fig. 6 that our framework o�ers similar results to
the theoretical values. The discrepancy between simulation results
and theoretical results is higher in smaller volumes. We believe



Figure 6: Simulation vs. theoretical results for NEP for a 2D
rectangular volume.

this is due to the corners constituting a larger area compared to
the total area for smaller @. Corners trap P and thus increasing the
simulated escape time. To improve our algorithm, we need to reduce
the step size around the other features of the area. Accordingly,
we need to use distance to edges and corners of the area with the
proximity to theH to determine the space step. We believe such
an improvement will reduce the probability of entrapment around
the corners, increasing the correlation between the theoretical and
simulation results.

6 CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a novel simulation framework for NEP
speci�cally designed for rectangular and cuboid volumes. Particle
motion at respective scales follows BM. However, BM simulations
introduce additional challenges to the solution of NEP as the simu-
lation step size is required to be much smaller than the hole size,
resulting in enormous computation time. The proposed adaptive
simulation framework, which dynamically selects simulation step
sizes, is much faster than existing approaches based on constant
step size. As a future improvement, we plan to apply smaller space
steps around the corners to increase the accuracy as the corners
appear to increase the escape time. We believe our work improves
the understanding of SC dynamics by quantifying the escaping
neurotransmitters into the apposition zones.
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